
Themes Definitions 
1. Belief Systems   Religious or ideological systems of belief
2. Impact of the Individual   A single person’s importance in history 
3. Moral / Legal Codes   Religious rules/ laws that influence a given culture or society
4. Tolerance/ Intolerance   Allow/disallow a culture to maintain its cultural identity 
5. Ethnocentrism   Evaluating other cultures according to the preconceptions of one’s own:    

   believe that your culture is superior
6. Cultural Diffusion   Spread and/or blending or an idea over a wide area
7. Syncretism   Blending of ideas that results in something new 
8. Turning Point   A transition that impacts millions/billions of people
9. Continuity   Consistency throughout history
10. Revolution   A fundamental change that alters established values/methods 
11. Human Agency   The impact of choices made by groups or individuals 
12. Contingency   The importance of chance/luck throughout history 
13. Human-Geography Interaction   People’s interaction/adaptation to their geographic surroundings
14. Ecological Effects   The influence of environmental factors
15. Social Hierarchy   Various groups that that make up a social class system 
16. Political Systems   Governmental systems!
17. Conflict   Regional or Cross-Regional war, battle, opposition and/or disagreement
18. Nationalism   Extreme pride in ones nation 
19. Economic Systems   Relating to trade or currency (Money)
20. Long Distance Trade   Cross-Regional movements of goods 
21. Labor System   Relating to various types of work 
22. Technology/Science !   Ideas, inventions and their impact
23. Golden Age   A period of significant achievements within a particular civilization (art, math,    

  architecture, science, and technology)
24. Globalization   Worldwide  connections/ exchanges 
25. Westernization   Diffusion of western culture throughout the globe
26. Migrations   Movement of people 
27. Rise of the West   Western/non-western explanations for the dominance of the West over the 

   last 500 or so years
28. Default Setting   State in which one falls back on a basic way of thinking
29. Metacognition   Being aware of ones own thought process 
30. Man and Nature   The ways in which humans and nature impact each other
31. Intrinsic Motivations   Actions taken because of internal desires (inherent satisfaction or pleasure)
32. Extrinsic Motivations   Actions taken because of external reasons (money or fear)
33. Learning Style   The ways in which one processes information 
34. Flow   Being in a state where actions are effortless and time passes very quickly
35. Aesthetics   The study of the reasons humans find something appealing 
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